
Patrol system solution

What is a patrol system?

It is composed of the system management software of patrol better, patrol more point and patrol more. Add patrol personnel list through patrol 

management software, make patrol route, add patrol point, design patrol route. The inspection personnel can obtain the inspection information of the 

inspection point through the inspection rod in the front end, and complete the inspection of a single position.

1. Security management needs: In prisons, side mirror lines, military areas, flammable and explosive areas, 

inspection and inspection must be conducted on time to eliminate security risks. Through the patrol system, 

security personnel can complete regional inspection step by step and form inspection files.

2. Avoid missed inspection, which may cause security risks: Remind security inspection personnel to complete 

inspection in strict accordance with the time and designated location to avoid missed inspection, which may 

cause security accidents.

Why do you need a patrol system?

1.Prisons, border lines, chemical plants: places prone to safety accidents, requiring security management departments to develop strict inspection 

routes, and arrange security personnel to regularly spot inspections to ensure regional safety.

2. Gold and silver products factories, banks, nuclear power bases: important goods production factories, secret places and other important places, 

mandatory security management departments to develop strict inspection routes, and arrange security personnel regularly spot inspections to 

ensure regional safety.

Where do you need a patrol system?

Through the deployment and installation of patrol better, patrol point, patrol system management software, the formation of a complete set of 

patrol management system. Add patrol personnel list through patrol management software, make patrol route, add patrol point, design patrol route. 

The inspection personnel can obtain the information of the inspection point through the inspection rod in the front end of the inspection point, and 

complete the inspection of a single position, so as to ensure that the security personnel can comprehensively and timely inspect the key locations 

and ensure the security of the region.

How to realize patrol management?

Important patrol areaInstall patrol pointsSecurity guards
Patrol better

CMSPatrol data statistics

Why choose us?

1. Industrial grade products

    Products are designed according to industrial standards, explosion-proof metal shell, dustproof, waterproof, corrosion resistance, adapt to harsh 

installation environment, high measurement accuracy, small error, support 24 hours uninterrupted measurement, from the terminal, to the host, and 

then to the monitoring platform full range of products

2.1000+ project cases

    Since the launch of the product, it has been applied to more than 1000 project cases such as petroleum, chemical industry and coal, and the quality 

level is far higher than that of the same industry.

3.15 years of industry experience and provided complete industrial safety and environmental solutions

More information……

SIMSIN ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

Address：Building A, World Trade Plaza, Futian District, Shenzhen, China

★Contact：Mr Allen.kok

★Email：simsin@189.cn

★WebSite:www.simsin.cn

SiMSiN is more than just a product manufacturer,We are industrial system supporter
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